Statistocrat Floor Lamp

by Atelier Van Lieshout

The floor lamp’s lean aluminium body is really multifunctional with its towering two meters and all-embracing light beams, the tallest shade projecting light towards the ceiling while the wider shade acts as the perfect reading lamp. And what about the two other shades? The lowest is no shade … but a surprisingly useful side table. Perfect to support a laptop or your favorite drink, it’s always in the spotlight!

Designer
Atelier Van Lieshout
Year of design 2014
Material Aluminium with structured matte powdercoat, available in 25 RAL Colours
Additional Up & down lighters and table
technical

Amount of LED’s:
3 Power LED’s

Colour temperature (degrees Kelvin, K) Colour rendering index:
2700K (warm white, comparable to incandescent) CRI_Ra > 80

Luminous flux (Lumen, lm):
1200+ lm

Power consumption MAX 40W

Cable Length
plug to lamp: 3m
switch to lamp: 1,5m

Cable Colour
Black

Switch
Hand dimmer each shade
on/off floorswitch

Container Table Top - Ral Colours

Available RAL Colours:
1004 1013 1023 1027 2000 2002 2004 3012 3015 5003 5008 5024 6010 6021 7001 7011 7035 7044 8001
8014 8016 9005 9010 9016 3003